
Nothing makes a small business do the happy dance more than the magic of
word-of-mouth recommendations. When you wax lyrical about Ottawa Farm

Fresh to your buddies, family, and neighbours, you're not just helping the
farm grow – you're the secret ingredient in the recipe for small-scale

agriculture success, and we believe this deserves to be rewarded!

To express our gratitude for your ongoing support, we're excited to introduce
the Ottawa Farm Fresh CSA Referral Program! All you need to do is keep

spreading the Ottawa Farm Fresh love, and for every person you inspire to
enrol in the CSA, you’ll BOTH earn a reward!

What is the Ottawa Farm Fresh Referral Program?
It couldn’t be easier! You just keep spreading the word about your love of the Ottawa Farm

Fresh CSA and for every new family that subscribes to the CSA program you’ll both receive a
$20 gift card or a FREE basket of veggies!*

How to collect your reward
All you need to do is have either party email info@ottawafarmfresh.com with the names and
email addresses of the CSA members along with your choice of reward. That’s it! The more

folks you refer, the more benefits you’ll earn!

Jump into the fun of the referral program, where you'll not only score exclusive rewards
but also keep the farm vibes groovy and small-scale agriculture thriving in our community.
Your participation is like planting seeds of joy that grow into a harvest of benefits for both

you and the Farm!

---

* Both parties must be CSA members with a minimum of 11 weeks of baskets.
* The referred party must be a new CSA member - never previously having any size or duration of Ottawa Farm

Fresh CSA basket (including sampler membership).
* If you select the free basket reward it will be an additional basket in the size you are registered for.

Ottawa Farm Fresh CSA Referral Program
Be a small-scale farming superhero!
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